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To create a header, follow these steps: Begin one inch from the top of the first page and flush with the left
margin. Under Line Spacing, select "Double. Footnotes and endnotes are helpful to use in a variety of
circumstances. Generally avoid numbers and letters to designate heads unless you are working in a discipline
where doing so is conventional. MLA citations Whenever you quote , paraphrase or summarize any
information from another source such as a book , website or journal article , you must include an in-text
citation. On the first page of your essay you should type your name in the upper left corner of the page. Click
on the Align Center icon on the formatting toolbar. Trade Relations. Your header with your last name and
automatic page numbering should appear at the top left of your paper if you are viewing your document in the
"print layout" view option from "View" on your menu bar. After analyzing and completely understanding the
original text, put it to the side. When it comes to references, MLA bibliography format requires months longer
than four letters to be abbreviated. Do not place p. There are specific formatting guidelines for both the in-text
citations and Works Cited list. To make this process easier, set your word processor to automatically add the
last name and page number to each page. For example, if you have one level 1 heading, you need to have a
second level 1 heading. Section Two, 3. Include an in-text reference next to the paraphrase. Paraphrases
Paraphrases are created when text or speech from another source are added into a project, but the writer
chooses to summarize them and weave in his or her own writing and writing style. Press the Enter key once.
Digital video disc should be DVD, not D. Campside Sounds. Sample MLA Paper. Depending on how many
sources you have and the type of sources that you used whether a book, article, or Internet-based source , then
you will want to pay special attention to the author's name, title of the book, publication date, publisher and
place of publication. An MLA citation generator or the automatic reference list feature in Microsoft Word can
alphabetize the list automatically. Type your first works cited entry in the MLA format. Use 12 point size
Double space the entire research paper, even the works cited page. Disadvantages of writing essays exist only
if you write an essay that lacks logic and proper organization. Tables and figures Depending on your subject of
study, you may need to include some tables, illustrations or even musical examples in your paper. Paper
writers can also use paraphrases to demonstrate their ability to analyze and reiterate information in a
meaningful and relevant way. Type Works Cited do not underline, boldface, italicize, or enclose the title in
quotation marks. Always proofread your essays at least once in order to remove any grammatical and
contextual mistakes that you may have made. Once you have the template opened in Word Click "Save as"
Give the file a name Under "Save as type", select Word Template Then when you open Word, you will be able
to choose a template rather than a blank document. It is acceptable to use another standard size, such as point
or  Indent set-off quotations one inch from the left margin Use any type of font that is easy to read, such as
Times New Roman. Type your professor's name, and then Enter. On the last page of the assignment, the writer
includes the full references for the books by Isadora, Parr, and Velazquez.


